Entering from north or south and exiting north:
Drop off in visitor / staff parking lot (next to softball field) and child walks across crosswalk and enters through main entrance. Circle through lot and turn right only (7:00 a.m – 7:30 a.m.).

Entering from south and returning south:
Drop off in lot parallel to Limaburg Rd. Pull forward as far as possible and student enters through 6th grade hall. This can only be used from 7:00 a.m. to 7:30 a.m. Handicap buses drop off here at 7:30 a.m. After 7:30 a.m. you must use one of the other drop off zones. No cars are permitted in this area for drop off after 7:30.

Dropping off at middle school and high school from any direction:
Go straight down Cougar Path. Pull forward as far as possible along side walk in front of Door D for middle school student and continue to the high school. Do not stop at main entrance. This backs up traffic!